VA Road Map
Virtual Latinos
Job Applications

Hand Picked Virtual Assistants
From Latin America
Our team is here to guide you and help you
find the perfect job.
Before you jump right in, it’s important to
know how to prepare yourself to be and
work as a virtual assistant. Taking the right
steps will ensure you find your ideal job.
In this roadmap, you will learn how to
prepare yourself to be the best virtual
assistant possible, how to succeed in an
interview, and the steps you’ll follow while
applying to jobs through Virtual Latinos.
As you move along the Job Application
Process, click on the check boxes to mark
each step as complete.

Let’s get started!

Welcome to
Virtual Latinos!

HOW TO BE A VA

VAs can help ANY industry. Here is a list of some

Step 1

industries a VA can help with and examples of tasks

Is being a Virtual Assistant right for you?

they can do for each.

Are you organized?

Marketing Agency: Content Marketing, Email

Can you follow instructions with little to no supervision?

Marketing, Social Media, etc.

Can you work by yourself for days at a time?
Can you research things on your own and not expect to

Property Management: Manage New Leads/

be given all the answers?

Contractors, Schedule Appointments, and more!

Do you have a quiet place to work?

Real Estate: Schedule Visits, Manage Documents,

Do you have the right equipment to work remotely?

Offer Customer Support, etc.

Laptop, headset, good internet connection, etc.
If you said yes to the questions above you’ll have no problem

Law Firms: Help Collect and Organize Documents,

being a virtual assistant.

Prepare Letters, Manage Cases, etc.

Step 2

Medical & Healthcare: Book Doctor’s

Determine what type of VA you’ll be.

Appointments, Data Entry, Translations, Sales, etc.

If you already know, great! if not...
Think about the degree you have. Do you want a job
related to your degree?
Make a list of all the skills you already have

Step 3

What’s your ideal hourly rate or salary?
Factors that may influence price differences:

Make a list of the things you love doing

Type of service

Make a list of the things that come easy to you

Years of experience you have been working

Make a list of what you would like to be doing at your job

Amount of hours/week you are available to work

Make a list of all the platforms you know how to use

Skills you have and amount of experience in each skill
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Getting Started

Step 3

APPLYING TO
Virtual Latinos

COMPLETE THE FULL APPLICATION FORM.

Ever wanted to work for an American company, earn

etc. Part of your success as a virtual assistant will be

a much better wage, stable income, but still be

your capacity to understand and follow instructions.

In order to determine whether or not you’re qualified to
work as a Virtual Latinos VA we need to learn more about
yourself, your education, skills, English level, work history,

working from home? Virtual Latinos is an online
community where you will be able to find stable and

You will need the following items:

long term remote work with companies from the US,

Computer

Canada and the world. Our expert recruitment team

Your latest CV (curriculum) in PDF format

will guide you along the process.

Links to your online profiles such as LinkedIn, online

Personality Test result link

portfolio, etc.
Step 1

EF SET English test result & certification link

INITIAL APPLICATION.

Internet speed screenshot from SpeedTest.net

Complete our short application form. Once

Recorded audio voice note of 60+ sec.

approved, you will get an email with the next
steps on how to join.

Step 4
APPLICATION REVIEW.

Step 2

Our team will review your application to determine if you

EF SET ENGLISH TEST.

qualify to join our community of hand-picked virtual

Take an online English certification test to

latino assistants. We’ll keep in touch with you via Email in

estimate your English level.

regards to our decision.

50 min to complete

2-3 Weeks
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Setting Up Your

Step 2

ONLINE PROFILE

NOTIFY OUR TEAM BY EMAIL.

+ Acknowledgement Form
& Communication Channels

Once you've completed your Virtual Latinos profile, send us an
email to vas@virtuallatinos.com with the subject "Virtual Latinos
Profile Ready" letting us know you've completed your profile.
We’ll let you know via email when it has been approved.

If you’ve reached this point in our journey, you
have been notified you’ve passed the application

Step 3

process. Congratulations!

COMMUNICATION CHANNELS.
Telegram. (Our official communication platform.) Download the app on

Step 1
CREATE YOUR ONLINE PROFILE.
An account will be created for you in our Virtual
Latinos Directory using your Email address.
Instructions will be provided on how to complete
your Virtual Latinos profile.
Download Grammarly, a free plugin that

your phone, create an account, and upload a picture of yourself.
Tribe. A private online group that’s only for our approved VAs.
Step 4
READ & SIGN ACKNOWLEDGEMENT FORM.
This form is to help you have a better understanding of our
community and how things work at Virtual Latinos.

checks spelling, grammar, and punctuation

Step 1: Watch 3 min video

Step 2: Read the documents

errors in real-time. Use it while completing

Step 3: Take Short Quiz

Step 4: Sign the form

your profile to ensure proper grammar.

Step 5: Join the Telegram Groups

Note: We take 7-10 days to review profiles.

Virtual Latinos. Virtual Assistants General

You won’t be able to apply to any jobs until it

Say “Hi, my name is ___ and I read and signed the form”

is approved. We recommend that you

#VL-Agency VAs Updates

complete it ASAP.

Virtual Latinos Assistant Job Opportunities
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Step 1.3

Getting Hired

APPLY TO JOBS

READ THE JOB POST.
Read the job post, the instructions, and watch the video on how
to write and send a good proposal.
Step 1.4

Step 1

SEND A PROPOSAL
Step 1.1
LOOK AT THE AVAILABLE JOB OFFERS.

WRITE YOUR PROPOSAL.
Complete as detailed as possible to guarantee it stands out from
the rest. Make sure you follow all instructions to guarantee it is
taken into consideration. For guidance refer to the video in Step 1.3.

Login to jobs.virtuallatinos.com/projects/ or

Note: Your proposal is not a copy of your profile information. You

the Telegram group: Virtual Latinos Assistant

won't be able to see other VAs' proposals, just their profiles.

Job Opportunities for the available job offers.

Follow instructions and don’t try to replicate other VAs’ proposals.

Step 1.2

Step 1.5

CHOOSE A JOB OFFER.

SEND YOUR PROPOSAL.

The one that best fits your profile.

You‘ll receive an email confirming your proposal was sent

Only apply to jobs that you are 100%

successfully and received by our team for review.

interested in, that fit your experience,

Note: After you send your first proposal, we will request that you send

expectations, and schedule.

your future proposals written in third person.

Job offers are only active 5-7 days. Look
for the due date and interview date on

You might be contacted via Telegram by one of our sourcing

each job post before applying, some may

agents if they feel your profile fits one of our available positions.

still appear on the project dashboard after

You must always reply letting them know if you’re interested

the due date, DO NOT apply to these.

in applying or not, and why.
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Step 2
PROPOSAL REVIEW.

Step 4
TOP CANDIDATE SELECTION.
After evaluation all candidates, the recruitment team will

Our team will review all the submitted

select the top 3-4 that will be sent to the client for review.

proposals and choose the candidates that

Then, the clients will select who they want to interview

will be sent to a recruitment team interview

(they usually select 2 candidates).

(if they haven’t had one yet) and those that
will be considered as the top candidates to
be sent to the client for selection.
We will always send you an email letting you
know if you’ve been choosen for the
selection process or not.
Step 3

Step 5

INTERVIEW WITH THE RECRUITMENT TEAM.

CLIENT INTERVIEW.

We want to get to know you better. When your

If selected by the client, you (the VA) will have a 3 way

first proposal is selected, one of our recruitment

interview with the client and a recruitment team member.

team members will set up a 1:1 meeting to ask

This meeting is directed by the client. Expect to be

you a few questions about yourself and your

asked about yourself, your skills, and your experience.

professional experience based on what you

You will also be able to ask questions about the job.

wrote in your proposal.
Note: This interview with the VL Recruitment Team
will only happen once, all other interviews will only
be with our clients.

We will send you a guide and video to help you be as
prepared as possible for your big day!
Note: You may not give personal information such as
websites, email or phone number nor talk about payment
rates due to our internal policies.
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Step 6
SIGN CONTRACT & NDA AGREEMENT.
To be able to start working with our client you must read
Step 5
GET HIRED.
Congratulations! You’ve been hired
by one of our clients!

and sign the work contract and non-disclosure agreement
(NDA) we will be providing. It’s all digital, so no physical
paperwork is needed.
Step 7

You will be informed via Telegram if

ONBOARDING CALL.

you were chosen by the client for

Our customer success team will book an onboarding call at

the position.

a time and date that suits both you and our client. This is an

Note: If you are not chosen by the
client for the position we will inform

introductory video call where we will put you in touch with
your new client so that you can begin working together.

you via email after the process is

Step 8

oficially finalized.

START WORKING TOGETHER.
You start working for our client.
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Virtual Latinos

Frequently Asked Questions
1 | Is it free to join?

4 | Do I need to have a college or university degree?

Yes, joining the Virtual Latinos community is FREE! Our

No, you don’t need to be a college or university graduate to apply. Yet, it’s

main goal is to grow our community of Latinos who

important for you to know that about 95% of the people who we accept into

want to work from their home country and be able to

our community do have a 4 year college or university degree.

earn more money using their valuable skills.
If you don’t have a college or university degree, you can still apply to our

2 | Do I need experience working as a virtual
professional or assistant?

community as long as you have previous work experience, and proven skills

No, you don’t need to have previous experience

who are interested in hiring someone from Virtual Latinos. These fields

working as a virtual assistant or professional. Yet, it is a
requirement that you have experience in general skills
required to be a virtual assistant, specifically
experience related to marketing, design, writing, web
design, SEO, and anything else related to it.

in the various service fields we seek to offer to those potential businesses
include general administrative skills, sales, digital marketing, graphic design,
web design, content writing, and other related fields.

5 | How do I find work through Virtual Latinos?
If you are invited to join the Virtual Latinos Agency, you’ll be hired directly
through the Virtual Latinos company. Most of the job details, working terms,

3 | Where will I be working from?

compensation, payment terms, and the rest of the hiring process will be

You’ll work from your home, home office, Internet cafe

done between you and the Virtual Latinos Agency. When you’re hired

or co-working space in your home city. The location is
up to you, as long as your employer or the Virtual

through the Agency, the businesses will be paying the Agency for your work,
and the Agency will be responsible for paying you.

Latinos Agency manager is ok with it.
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6 | What type of professionals should apply to join Virtual Latinos?

7 | Can I apply to be a general Virtual Assistant?

We’re looking for the following professionals:

Yes, if you are bilingual and can speak and write in English

Administrative Assistants

Search Engine Optimization

Digital Marketers

Experts (SEO)

Graphic Designers

Web Designers & UX/UI

Video Editors and Animators
General Business Managers
Executive Assistants
Business Consultants & Coaches

Designers
Healthcare & Medical

Training is not included when you join the Virtual Latinos

Professionals

community, yet training resources, courses, and programs

Legal Assistants and Paralegals

will be available to all VAs who want to improve their skills

Writers, Bloggers and
Content Developers

Social Media Strategists

Customer Support or

Translators & Interpreters

Contact/Call Center Reps

Project Managers

Sales & Business

Email Marketing Experts
CRM & Customer Management
Marketing Automation Experts

assistant and work remotely.

8 | Will training be included when I join
Virtual Latinos?

Business Strategist & Planners

Operations Managers

you are qualified to apply. Anyone can learn to be a virtual

on their own.
Our customer and VA success team is also always available
to guide you and answer any questions you might have
regarding your job as a Virtual Professional, and to give you
tips on processes, tools and platforms.

Advertising Experts (SEM –

9 | How long do I have to wait in order to get hired
by a client or company?

Facebook Ads and Google

That’s mostly up to you. You can apply to as many jobs as

AdWords)

you want that fit your skillset. We recommend you only

Development Experts

apply to jobs that you’re highly qualified for or where most
of your skills match those listed on the job post. Don’t
waste time applying to jobs that don’t match your skillset.

10 | What skills do I need to be a successful virtual
professional or assistant?

12 | Is there room for professional and salary growth in
Virtual Latinos?

Be reliable: Don’t disappear, and always answer your employer’s

Yes! Our goal is for you to find a job where you will be able to

messages or emails quickly.

form a long-term relationship, become part of a team and

Be a great communicator: Have amazing communications skills, and
always update your client about your work.
Have great time management skills: Plan ahead what you will be
doing during the day and schedule tasks based on deadlines.
Be an active learner: You’ll probably have to work on things that

company, and grow as they grow. Based on the job possition
you apply to, you might be offered bonuses and commissions
based on effort, goals and metrics. Some of our clients also
offer pay raises and promotions based on merit. All bonuses,
commissions and raises go 100% to our VAs, Virtual Latinos
does not take any commission out of them.

you’ve never done before and you will have to find out how to do
them, to become a great self-taught learner.

11 | How much should I expect to get paid?

13 | What equipment do I need to be a virtual assistant
or professional?
To be a successful virtual professional all you need is a

That depends on your skills, past experience, portfolio, how complete

computer and stable internet connection. Depending on the

your Virtual Latinos profile is, how much a business is willing to pay

possition you apply to you might also need a headset and

you, and many other factors. This list will give you a rough idea:

specific platforms or software.

$4-5 USD/ hour – A beginner with not much experience
$5-6 USD/hour – Entry level, some experience
$6-8 USD/hour – Intermediate level, few years of experience
$8-10 USD/hour – Advanced level, many years of experience

14 | How will I get paid?
Options vary depending on the country you live in, but to
summarize the options we have available are: Payoneer,
Uphold, Wise and PayPal.

$10-15+ USD/ hour – Expert level (15-20 years of experience)
$20+ USD/hour – The best at what you do (20+ years of experience)
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THANK YOU!
Virtual Latinos Team
www.virtuallatinos.com • info@virtuallatinos.com
+1 (619) 558-1118 • San Diego, California, USA

Start Your Virtual Latinos Journey

